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ABSTRACT  

The world is now heavily dependent on live streaming and video conferences with the advent 

of the Covid – 19 pandemic. This change has led to the formation of several algorithms that 

specialise in video saliency. Our proposed algorithm is a modified HEVC algorithm that 

employs background modelling and implication of classification into coding blocks. With the 

help of G-Picture in the fourth long term reference position and usage of coding blocks, the 

overall coding complexity along with time consumption has been reduced as well as the 

efficiency of compression has increased. The algorithm is tested on the DHF1K dataset and 

has been compared with several state-of-the-art methods and the final result showcases that the 

proposed solution has the best overall compression efficiency and accuracy. 

A. INTRODUCTION 

The world has been trying to copy the process of the human eye of filtering the unnecessary 

parts of what we are viewing and only considering the important ones. Image saliency has been 

a well-researched field while video saliency has not been so. [1] The SALICON dataset has 

been a major stepping stone in the formulation of better image saliencies. [3] Itti et al. and [2] 

Milanfar and Seo have been the basis of research in this field. [4] and [5] uses combinational 

blocks randomly based of the neighbouring blocks. [6] involves graphs for saliency and [7] has 

a similar approach but it also includes random walk models to obtain colour, motion, compact 

and intensity features into a graph for stationary distribution of Markov chain as a saliency 

map. [8] uses random walk with restart methodology that helps in motion distinctiveness and 

correction of abrupt change and temporal consistency.  

[9]’s working model involves discriminant centre surround hypothesis which combines 

colour, spatial and temporal saliencies with help of temporal gradients. [10] has used feature 

extraction to partially decode data and then uses local and global spatiotemporal features to 

form a map an then is fused with motion vectors and DCT coefficients to get the final result. 
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[11] has improved the DCT domain transcoder into the DDT for faster extraction for partial 

low frequency coefficients. [12] has used the low-level compression feature from the bitstream. 

[13] has employed object recognition for speed boosting and [14-17] has used color clustering 

and region merging that is based on spatiotemporal similarities, classification based on region 

and pixel edge extraction for video saliency.  

[31-34] have a lot of very useful saliency methods. One of them has G-Picture usage at 

second reference frame to reduce HEVC complexity, other uses quantization parameters along 

with Background Reference Prediction (BRP) and Background Difference Prediction (BDP). 

Even small coding blocks called Coding Units were introduced to lower complexity and 

increase compression efficiency. All these works have helped in formulating our solution and 

have been a great help to this project.  

This paper proposes a novel model of modified HEVC algorithm that background 

modelling using hierarchy prediction structure. It has two components, the first being the 

modification of G-Picture usage as a reference frame, making it the fourth reference frame and 

not the second as mentioned in other research papers, and quantizing it with a relatively smaller 

valued parameter along with the inclusion of coding blocks for reduced complexity. The second 

component is the segregation of each coding block into FG, BG and HG. Each of these 

components is sped up differently on the basis of the data available in the G-Picture. there is 

an inclusion of another modification where the coding block portioning is terminated early so 

as to avoid extra coding and computation. 

This paper contains five sections in total. The first section handles the introduction, the 

second maintains a record of the related works for this paper. The third explains the proposed 

system’s mathematical and coding aspect while fourth showcases the results of the experiments 

conducted with the dataset DHF1K. Then, the fifth section concludes the paper.  

B. LITERATURE SURVEY 

This section will give a brief look into the various researches and experiments that have helped 

us in building up our solution. Starting with [35] we have an improved version of the HEVC 

algorithm in which the perception redundancy has been reduced for better compression value. 

It involves combination of motion estimation and each block during compression phase. Then 

the convolutional neural network uses spatiotemporal method to obtain the final saliency map.  

[36] and [37] are survey papers that deal with the differences that make the saliency 

methods not as efficient as the human eye-brain coordination. It concludes with the fact that 

coding complexity needs a reduction for betterment of the conventional saliency algorithms. 

[38] is the dataset that this paper has used for its experimentation. It is called the Dynamic 

Human Fixation 1K (or DHF1K) that predicts fixations during dynamic scene viewing. With 

one thousand great quality varied video sequences from 17 observers using an eye tracker. This 

has also proposed a state-of-the-art video saliency method named ACL Net (Attentive CNN-

LSTM Network. It has also compared its results with other methods with different datasets, 

namely Hollywood-2 and UCF Sports. It was one of the fastest methods proposed till now.  
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 [39] has used super-saliency and has employed manual algorithmic annotations of smooth 

pursuits for saliency fixation and training slicing convolutional neural networks. These results 

are formulated using the help of 26 publicly available dynamic saliency models. 

[40] is research that proposes a 3-dimensional convolutional encoder-decoder architecture 

for prediction in dynamic scenes. There are two subnetworks in the encoder that extracts the 

spatial and temporal features of each frame and undergoes intermediate fusion. Then the 

decoder enlarges the features in spatial dimensions and aggregates temporal information. It is 

trained in an end-to-end manner and also experimented upon the DHF1K dataset. [41] is a deep 

neural network-based video saliency prediction method and is named as DeepVS2.0. it has 

helped in comparing our results and check how well we have performed with respect to other 

state-of-the-art methods. It uses object-to-motion convolutional neural network (OM-CNN) 

that uses spatiotemporal features to form the intra-frame saliency map. 

[18] is the base reference on the basis of which we shall compare the results of our work to 

evaluate our performance. It is called Spatio-Temporal Self-Assessment (STSA Net) ad uses 

layers of 3-dimensional convolutional backbone for the mapping of the saliency.  

C. PROPOSED SYSTEM  

a. Optimizing Low-Delay HPS efficiently 

We shall calculate the rate distortion cost C as C = μη + B, where η denotes 

number of bits and μ denotes Lagrange multiplier. If Q as quality of reconstructed video 

and Ψ(Ii, p) be the rate distortion cost of encoding the  i − th image Ii where m will be 

the input frames with p denoting the quantization parameter of the coding units with 

cost function τ, we get C = ∑ Ψ(Ii, p) = ∑ ∑ τ(p, Ii,r, Qi,r,p Ui,r,p)r
m
i

m
i . Here 

Ui,r,p  represents the motion vectors and Qi,r,p is the data prediction quantized with p. 

If we take a smaller quantization value as p′, it provides better reference for 

a images (Ij+1 ~ Ij+a). We then get a better costing equation C′ = T1 + T2 + T3 + T4 +

T5 where T1 = ∑ Ψ(Ii, p),
j−1
i=1  T2 = Ψ(Ii, p′),    T3 =

∑ ∑ τ(p, Ii,t(i,l), Qi,t(i,l),p,
Qi
l=1

j+a
i=j+1 Ui,t(i,l),p), T4 =

∑ ∑ τ(p, Ii,e(i,l), Qi,e(i,l),p′,
ni
r=1

j+a
i=j+1 Ui,e(i,l),p′) and T5 = ∑ Ψ(Ii, p).

m
i=j+a+1  If we change 

T4 to costing  Ij  and T5 is cost for Ij+a. The modified costing equation using p comes 

out to be C = T1 + X + T3 + Y + T5 where X =  Ψ(Ij, p) and Y =

∑ ∑ τ(p, Ii,e(i,l), Qi,e(i,l),p,
ni
r=1

j+a
i=j+1 Ui,e(i,l),p). Then taking difference of the two types of 

costing rates comes out to be C − C′ = (Y − T4) − (T2 − X). By making T4’s 

quantization value lesser we solve the inequality  Y − T4 =

∑ ∑ (τ(p, Ii,e(i,l), Qi,e(i,l),p,
ni
r=1

j+a
i=j+1 Ui,t(i,l),p) − τ(p, Ii,e(i,l), Qi,e(i,l),p′,Ui,e(i,l),p′)) > 0.  

b. Speeding up the algorithm 

The foreground units are in 4 × 4 size and taking K(f) as input type for basic 

coding block f and gi,j be a pixel value of basic unit f while for G picture it is 

GBi,j, we get  
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K(f) = {
Y, ∑∑|

4

j=1

4

i=1

gi,j − GBij,(g)| ≤ x

H, otherwise

 

 

 

(1) 

Here,  x is a predefined threshold valued at 80. Now taking basic coding blocks 

o, of size (2N × 2N) ), the categories of classes for the coding blocks is 

calculated with the help of the proportion values of foreground blocks (FG),  its 

background blocks (BG) and its hybrid blocks (HG). 

 

Class(o) =

{
 
 

 
 FG,                if4 × ||{i|K(o(i)) = H}|| /N2 > α

BG,                if4 × ||{i|K(o(i)) = H}|| /N
2 ≤ β 

HG, ifα ≥ 4 × ||{i|K(o(i)) = H}|| /N2 > β 

 

  

α = 0.5;        β = 0.0625 

(2) 

c. Modelling the Background and selection 

J denotes current frame in training, M is the matrix that has unsigned *-bit 

integers for average result representation. Then ′ , that is, the average value, is given by 

M′ = (M × (m− 1) + J + (m >> 1))/m. Here m denotes number of training frames. 

Suppose that the hierarchal prediction structure for this batch of frames has an even 

valued size L and O(X, Y) = 1 or 0 showcases that X and Y have dissimilar/similar 

proportions of data in large quantity. Then O(Jm) of any input image of m thinness 

where m is written as l × L + i(l ≥ 0, i = 0~L − 1) which also means that m = l × L 

and his represents the first image and this is calculated by 

O(Jm) = {
general − background − patch, R(Jl×L, GB) = 1
similar − background − patch, R(Jl×L, GB) = 0

 
(3) 

For R(X, Y) a 1-pixel range is taken to search in Y the basic units A. This is given by 

R(X, Y) = {
1, if 16 × ||A(X, Y)/w × h > 0.8
0, otherwise

 

A(X, Y) = {(q, p)| ∑ |X44q+t4p+s − Y4q+t4p+s| ≤ 80, p <
w

4
, q <

h

4
 

4

t,s=1

} 

 

(4) 

The quantization value for a low delay predictor of the hierarchy algorithm, for 

each similar background patch, comes out to be 

 (5) 
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PQ(Jl×L×i) =

{
 

 
PQ + 1,                if i = L − 1

PQ + 2,                  if i = L/2

PQ + 3,        if i ≠
L

2
or L − 1

 

Then the effective calculation comes out to be 

PQ(Jl×L×i) = {
PQ + 2, if i = L − 1

PQ + 4, if i ≠ L − 1
 

 

 

(6) 

Next, we must take the G-Picture to be quantized at a lesser value with respect 

to the surrounding frames, 

∆PQ =

{
  
 

  
 5,

ifD1
Jbp

>
LS

3
;

10, if
LS

20
<
D1
Jbp

<
LS

3
;

20, if
D1
Jbp

<
LS

20
;

 

 

(7) 

D. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS 

This paper has been compared with STSA Net [18] as a base reference for evaluation 

of performance. The dataset used is same as the base paper mentioned to pertain 

uniformity. Its name is DHF1K and has a huge library of videos wit 30fps settings and 

640 × 360 resolution. There are 100 validations, 300 testing and 600 training tests. 

The eye tracker is used to obtain data from 17 observers.  

The evaluation metrics have been chosen from [19] and they are Pearson’s Correlation 

Coefficient (CC), Normalized Scanpath Saliency (NSS), Similarity or histogram 

intersection (SIM), Area Under ROC Curve (AUC) and Shuffled AUC (s AUC). The 

other state-of-art methods for video saliency are TSFP-Net [20], HD2S [21], Vi Net 

[22], Deep VS [23], Chen et al. [24], ACL Net [25], STRA-Net [26], TASED-Net [27], 

Sal SAC [28], Sal EMA [29] and UNISAL [30].  

The comparison among all the mentioned state-of-the-art-methods is given in Graph 1.  
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Graph 1.: Comparison of all the values of the evaluation metrics mentioned for all the 

state-of-the-art methods along with our proposed system 

As it can be discerned from the graph above, the evaluation metrics for the proposed 

solution has outperformed almost all state-of-the-art methods. The Sal EMA [29] has done best 

in the SIM metric while Vi Net [22] has done best in s AUC. Other than the mentioned 

methodologies, our proposed solution has the best values in almost all metrics.   

Figure 1 helps in seeing how the accuracy of the proposed solution is much better than 

the other compared methods as it is much closer to the ground truth. This is a testament that 

the accuracy and precision of the proposed solution is the best amongst all the other methods. 

Figure 1 is given below.  

Image Ground 

Truth 

ACL Net 

[27] 

STRA-Net 

[34] 

TASED-

Net [35] 

Vi Net 

[31] 

STSA Net 

[26] 

Proposed  

Solution 

 
      

 

        

        

        

Figure 1.: Comparison among the ground truths with the proposed system and other state-of-

the-art-methods. 
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E. CONCLUSION 

The world has seen several image saliency researches but not much has been done in the field 

of video saliency. This paper proposes a novel solution which is a modified HEVC algorithm 

that employs spatiotemporal saliency along with background modification. The G-Picture is 

set to be the fourth long-term reference frame and then using coding blocks for classification 

of background segregation along with quantization of each frame takes place. This helps in 

reduction of coding complexity, time consumption and overall increase in compression 

efficiency. The results show that in all the evaluation metrics chosen for this paper, the 

proposed algorithm has performed the best I overall evaluation in comparison to other state-

of-the-art saliency methodologies.  
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